
 

 

 

CHYBIK + KRISTOF + MECANOO UNVEIL COMPETITION ENTRY FOR  
VLTAVA PHILHARMONIC HALL IN PRAGUE | A NEW CULTURAL LANDMARK AND 

TRANSFORMATION OF PUBLIC URBAN SPACE 
 

Selected to take part in the prestigious Vltava Philharmonic Hall competition, CHYBIK + KRISTOF in partnership with 
Mecanoo, unveil design for the new philharmonic hall in Prague’s city center, set to become a new cultural landmark. 

Offering world-class standards for the musical tradition, the design of the hall expands its function to become a cultural hub 
and monument while transforming the existing urban landscape. 

 

 
 

May 17, 2022 (Prague, Czech Republic) – CHYBIK + KRISTOF (CHK) and Mecanoo present competition entry for 
the Vltava Philharmonic Hall, a new musical and cultural center located in the heart of Prague. Designed to 
meet 21st century standards for symphonic music concerts, with the development of modern construction and 
exceptional acoustic design of the halls, the proposed building addresses the need for an integrated cultural and 
social hub that compliments Czech history and culture, and simultaneously responds to the contemporary needs 
of the city. 
 
Prague’s area of Holešovice - Bubny – Zátory offers significant potential for a new vibrant district, waiting to be 
shaped by a new cultural landmark of fundamental social importance – such as the Vltava Philharmonic Hall, 
located near the Vltvaská metro station. Expanding on these ambitions, CHK and Mecanoo’s design integrates 
the concert hall into the existing city landscape, creating seamless urban implementation. In articulating the 
active part of the building’s program towards the urban environment, the architects propose a diverse mix of 
public urban spaces, including a transformed waterfront, a square, a courtyard, and a newly shaped boulevard, 
perfectly aligning with Prague’s unique topography and ensuring long-term economic sustainability and 
commercial development. Connecting the metro station, its vestibule, the waterfront and all other urban levels, 
the multi-level harmonious public space allows the concert hall to become a distinctive icon of the city’s urban 
landscape.  
 
Urban ribbon wraps two separate cylindrical-shaped halls and forms an open-air amphitheater, connecting the 
lobby and open stage for cultural events. Located at the right of Vltava’s embankment, the main hall offers a 



 

 

 

unique visual experience for its visitors, and along with its structural engineering concept enhances the 
experience and quality of the architectural scheme.  
 
“The main foyer has a prime position in the design, opening up towards the most notable landmarks of Prague: 
the Vltava River, Prague's city center, and the castle,“ says Ondrej Chybik , co-founder of CHK.  
 
The five-story main concert hall, composed of the major hall stage level, its balconies, and the foyer supports 
the panoramic rooftop with a restaurant and bistro which is open to the general public. The second smaller hall 
is intentionally located outside the view of the dominance of the church towers responding to the HOLKA 
footbridge for pedestrians. A uniform urban carpet connects the site to its surrounding, creating a maximized 
pedestrian public space. 
 
Emphasizing the combination of wood and the glass façade as its material, the hall is notable for its acoustic 
concept, designed by Nagata Acoustics, one of the leading acousticians in the world. The architectural form of 
the building enforces the perfect acoustic instrument as the great hall creates a clear transmission of sound from 
the performers to the audience by manipulating the dimensions and interior shaping of the space.  
 

“The main concert hall cladded with wood resonates with the interiors offering coherent materiality and 
hospitable aesthetics. It creates an organism that functions as an instrument of excellent acoustics,”  adds Nuno 
Fontarra, partner of Mecanoo.   
 
The development of the project allows for the creation of both, necessary architectural expression of the concert 
hall and additional urban and functional composition, towards becoming a holistic cultural and social hub. The 
construction of additional features such as the multipurpose hall, a conference hall with the functions of a library 
and a school, allows the main structure to build on all urban ties in its surroundings by activating the street 
profiles and emphasizing the use of public space.  
 

 
 
Designed as a modern representation of culture, architecture and perfect acoustic instrument the concept for 
the new Vltava Philharmonic Hall by Chybik + Kristof and Mecanoo confirms Prague’s international reputation 
as a cultural capital.  
 
 
 



 

 

 

Other Competitors include:  
ALA + OV-A, MVRDV, OFFICE KGDVS + Christ & Gantenbein, Mecanoo + CHYBIK+KRISTOF, Barozzi Veiga + Atelier 
M1, Sou Fujimoto Architects, Cobe + Lundgaard & Tranberg Architects, ŠÉPKA ARCHITEKTI + MANGADO Y 
ASOCIADOS, Bjarke Ingels Group, Henning Larsen Architects, Carrilho da Graça Arquitectos, JAJA Architects, Bevk 
Perovic Arhitekti, Petr Hájek Architekti, Diller Scofidio + Renfro, Snøhetta, Ateliers Jean Nouvel, David 
Chipperfield Architects, SANAA. 

 
The announced winner of the competition is Bjarke Ingels Group (BIG). 
  
MEDIA CONTACT: 
A R T Communication + Brand Consultancy (Berlin) 
Anna Rosa Thomae | CEO & Founder | art@annarosathomae.com 
 
NOTES TO EDITORS:  
 
Credits 
Authors: CHYBIK + KRISTOF + Mecanoo 
Acoustics: Nagata Acoustics 
Engineering: Buro Happold, AED project 
Traffic concept: John Henley 
Cost calculations: Martin Růžička 
Fire engineering: Buro Happold, AED project 
Art consultancy: Pavel Karous  
Program consultancy: Petr Kalousek 
Renders: Plomp, Mecanoo, Mangoshake Studio, CHYBIK + KRISTOF 
 
Project Team 
Ondrej Chybík, Michal Krištof, Francine Houben, Nuno Fontarra, Rodrigo Bandini Dos Santos, Jiří Vala, Ingrid 
Spáčilová, Eliška Morysková, Ondrej Mičuda, Tomáš Wojtek, Vadim Shaptala, Tomáš Babka, Daniele Delgrosso, 
Victor Serbanescu, Omar El Hassan, Selin Gulsen, Pieter Hoen, Isabella Banfi, Dario Castro, Mattia Cavaglieri, 
Aydan Suleymanli, Alessandro Luporino 
 
About CHYBIK + KRISTOF 
CHYBIK + KRISTOF is an architecture and urban design practice founded in 2010 by Ondrej Chybik and Michal 
Kristof. Operating with 50+ international team members and offices in Prague, Brno and Bratislava, the practice 
aims at creating bridges between private and public space, transcending generations and societal spheres. 
Taking into account local histories and environmental specificities, the studio works on a wide array of projects, 
ranging from urban developments to public and residential buildings. Recent projects include: the Czech Pavilion 
at Expo 2015 (Milan, Italy), Lahofer Winery (Czech Republic), Zvonarka bus station (CZ) or Multipuropose arena 
in Jihlava (CZ). The studio has been awarded a number of prizes including the 2019 Design Vanguard Award from 
Architectural Record, and was recently amongst the European Centre for Architecture Art Design and Urban 
Studies’ 2019 40 Under 40 Award winners. 
chybik-kristof.com 
 
About Mecanoo 
Mecanoo multidisciplinary, global firm with creative professionals working from our office on the Oude Delft, 
located in the historic heart of the city. Officially founded in Delft in 1984, Mecanoo is made up of a highly 
multidisciplinary staff of creative professionals from 25 countries. The team includes architects, interior 
designers, urban planners, landscape architects as well as architectural technicians and support staff. Mecanoo 
is led by Francine Houben (Creative Director & Founding Partner), Floris Overheul (Financial Director), Dick van 
Gameren (Design & Research Partner), and Partners/Architects Nuno Fontarra, Rick Splinter and Arne Lijbers. 
https://testwww.mecanoo.nl/  
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